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02 Chief 
Executive’s 
Foreword

I’m once again pleased to put a foreword 
to the Chamber’s Quarterly Economic 
Survey that for the third time in the last five 
quarters has seen businesses in our region 
respond in record numbers. 854 of Greater 
Manchester’s businesses, employing over 
336,000 people took just two minutes of 
their valuable time to complete this survey 
that requires no more than tick box  
answers, no financial information is 
needed. The level of response also gives us 
an incredible insight to the local economy 
and ensures that we can authoratively put 
forward the voice of business.

Giving the foreword allows me to give the 
first flavour of the results, but this time I 
leave it to the team to report those to you 
and instead I will focus on what we as a 
Chamber have been able to do on behalf of 
our business members with those record 
responses to previous quarters, and why it 
is so important that we continue to engage 
businesses with this survey in record 
numbers.

“We’ve looked hard at the 
outcomes and found that 
there is a close  
correlation between what 
businesses report to us 
through this survey and 
what emerges in official 
data sets often months 
after the event.”

Take for example the findings of the Q1 sur-
vey this year concerning recruitment and 
recruitment intentions. These were positive 
and gave us the confidence to give positive 
and reassuring messages to the labour 
market. Some of the latest data now shows 
that the Jobseekers Allowance claimants 
have been falling in Greater  
Manchester and that there are more people 
in employment, yet the media focuses on 
the increase in the unemployed. It is  
understandable that in the current 
situation the number of unemployed will 
increase, however it is largely due to a 
re-engagement with the labour market of 
those that had been inactive; the positive 
news is lost.

We are nonetheless realistic and have  
highlighted the challenges that the 
economy faces as a result of low growth 
and austerity. Public sector cuts continue 
and the good news for the labour market 
of positive job creation in the private sector 
will no doubt initially be drowned out by 
the loss of public sector jobs in the region. 
The ongoing Eurozone crisis preoccupies 
the media and is very much in the forefront 
of the minds of the businesses that we 
speak to, so it is our job to ensure that  
business understands the risks and is 
prepared with the information that will 
allow it to act accordingly as the situation 
develops. Again this survey helps provide 
us with information that we can pass back 
to business so that they can understand 
demand. 

As the country’s largest Chamber of  
Commerce we have an enviable level 
of access to the views and opinions of 
over 5,000 businesses with our constant 
member dialogue through our specialist 
committees. At the back of this report you 
will find an update on the actions that we 
are taking as a result of what our members 
ask of us on a daily basis and through this 
economic survey. One example would be 
the challenge that many businesses are 
experiencing finding people with the right 
skills. We see high levels of recruitment 
difficulties reported in this survey and the 
interaction with our members continues to 
be dominated by a mismatch in the skills 
demanded by employers and those of 
potential new employees.

In my foreword to the last survey in March 
I told you about the Chamber’s bid for the 
Employer Ownership of Skills pilot and 
promised an update. At the time of this 
report’s publication we will be a matter of 
days from finding out if the Chamber’s bid 
has been successful. A successful bid would 
allow us to deliver on a key demand from 
our members by putting the skills  
demands of their businesses first. Subject 
to a successful bid the Chamber, on behalf 
of business, will have greater influence on 
the delivery of skills training for both new 
and existing employees. If successful we 
will be inviting members to participate in 
feeding back to us on the skills demands of 
their businesses, however in the meantime 
I leave you to read the results of our Q2 
2012 Quarterly Economic Survey.
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The headline from this quarter’s result flies very much in the face 
of the daily media headlines of the impending armageddon;  
businesses understand the environment we are in and are very 
much getting on with business. On a number of occasions recently 
I have felt compelled to point out that as a Chamber of Commerce 
we, and many others, regularly encourage businesses to plan for 
disaster recovery. Businesses do not resort to all out panic when 
discussing these plans so why is it that the media does at the  
suggestion that countries should plan for a Greek exit from the 
Euro? That’s not to say that the situation in the Eurozone and the 
global slowdown is not on the minds of the businesses I speak to, 
but if they have the opportunity to do a deal, it looks right and 
the risks are well understood then why not trade? To reinforce the 
message that businesses are getting on with business this quarter’s 
survey shows a marginal improvement in confidence. Measures of 
confidence across each sector are now exceeding the levels of Q3 
2010 when the UK election and Emergency Budget caused  
business confidence to weaken. The world is not about to end.

Low Growth
Official data released in April from the Office of National  
Statistics showed that the UK entered a technical double dip  
recession, though this was due to the performance of only one  
sector – the construction sector. The debate continues to rage over 
the accuracy of the construction sector data, but for now we’ll have 
to settle for -0.3% growth, subject to a final revision at the very end 
of June and the many revisions that will be made to the data over 
the coming years. Our view remains that quarter one was a period 
of growth for Greater Manchester as a region; a view formed from 
the feedback to our Q1 survey and supported by official data, in-
dicating that jobs were continuing to be created in recent months. 
The domestic economy in our region continues to demonstrate 
growth, but it remains weak and it is the construction sector that is 
the main concern.

Inflation and consumer demand
Consumer demand remains weak, which is a major contributing 
factor to the country’s growth. Much has been made of the level 
of inflation, which has now fallen to 2.8% on the CPI measure, 
however households remain under pressure as wage increases for 
total pay are rising at half that figure. We must also consider the 
longer term impact that high household debt levels may have on 
demand should interest rates rise, whether that is due to the Bank 
of England or the mainstream lenders increasing rates to maintain 
margins as they resort to offering high rates of interest to savers to 
attract capital to meet the new regulatory requirements. There are 
signs in the survey that inflationary pressures are beginning to fall 
in supply chains, therefore business and consumers should benefit 
going forward as inflation falls, though retail sales figures will show 
whether recent falls are sufficient to draw households into  
increasing spending.

Increasing levels of employment
Despite last quarter’s stronger intentions by businesses to  
create jobs in the coming months these have not reached fruition, 
though the outturn for both sectors this quarter remains  
positive. Growth, albeit slow, is continuing across the region though 
the reluctance of businesses to commit to hiring appears at odds 
with the improvement in confidence. I don’t want to talk down the 
positive news, but this appears to indicate some weakness and 
uncertainty over the outlook at present. But looking to the future, 
intentions to recruit are once again strong. Public sector cuts will 
continue to weigh down on growth that remains largely driven by 
export demand. Public sector job losses could prove significant, as 
these may offset the private sector gains in the months ahead. The 
headline numbers are likely to show an increase in JSA claimants 
and unemployment over the coming months that will be  
damaging to consumer confidence, hitting demand and possibly 
house prices.

Economic  
Overview
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Trading Overseas
Once again, it is exports that are supporting much of the growth in 
the region and firms involved in overseas markets are  
understandably more confident and creating more jobs than those 
operating solely in the domestic market. The Eurozone crisis this 
time round, in part caused by the Greek elections and Spanish and 
Italian debt, does not appear to be having the downward impact on 
overseas demand that we saw in the latter half of 2011. At present, 
the weakness of the Euro does not appear to have impacted on  
demand for exports, in our region though in time, this may become 
stronger. Global demand for commodities has also slowed as a 
result of lower growth in emerging markets. The plus side for UK 
businesses is that commodity prices for raw materials have eased; 
however, we must be mindful that emerging market interest rates 
are much higher and there is scope for loosening monetary policy 
to support growth, as has already occurred in China. A pickup in 
growth and demand in these emerging nations will result in prices 
rising once again, but with that will be opportunities for UK  
businesses.

Growth set to continue
Overall, the results this quarter are very pleasing given the  
pressures both at home and abroad, suggesting continued growth 
moving forward. The official statistics for the quarter may highlight 
the impact of the Easter break and the extended Jubilee Bank  
Holiday weekend, however the impact of the latter may be  
somewhat muted and less than expected, given that the data c 
ollection for the survey included the Jubilee weekend.

There are some signs of weakness, with employment failing to 
reach the anticipated levels of quarter one and investment in plant 
and machinery has fallen back. We did caution that an increase in 
this measure for manufacturers may be due to the lowering of the 
Annual Investment Allowance, but that overall investment levels 
remain weak continues to be a concern for growth moving forward. 
I continue to stress the positive potential of the region’s economy, 
with a diverse economic base.

Manufacturing Sector Highlights
The survey’s broad measure of manufacturing once again betrays 
the differing performance of the manufacturing and construction 
sectors. Manufacturers have continued to enjoy growth and  
confidence has led to both investment and job creation remaining 
positive. There is an indication that inflationary pressures are  
easing in the economy, with price pressures falling as a  
consequence of falling raw material prices and pay settlements, 
but finance costs appear to have risen along with other overheads. 
The situation for construction firms is that demand still appears 
to be falling across the region. Despite the challenges, confidence 
amongst constructors has increased. As anticipated last quarter, 
on balance, more firms were shedding, jobs but looking forward 
expectations, have moved positive.

Service Sector Highlights
Demand has picked up in the domestic economy this quarter and 
export demand has seen a second quarter of very encouraging 
growth. Confidence measures have increased for a second quarter 
yet, as with manufacturing, recruitment expectations of Q1 were 
not met in Q2. The weaker than expected growth in employment 
opportunities in the larger service sector could indicate upward 
pressure on employment numbers in the coming months. Clearly, 
despite the confidence, firms are not fully committing to  
employing people at this time, though expectations for the  
coming quarter, Q3, are slightly ahead of the already strong Q2 
level. However, we have regularly seen overly-optimistic  
intentions to recruit by service sector businesses since the end of 
the recession. Investment plans are still weak, though investment 
in training has continued.
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06 Domestic 
Demand

Services increase growth
As the largest part of the Greater Manchester economy, the health 
of the service sector naturally has a large impact on the wider 
economic success of the region. The service sector has seen an 
increase of six points in its UK demand measures this quarter and 
now stands at +12%, a positive advance to a two-year high. Whilst 
the financial and professional services sector in Manchester city 
centre has a positive effect on the figures, the measure still sees an 
increase of three points when its stronger data is filtered out.

Manufacturing Strength
In previous reports we have commented on the sector’s continued 
robust performance. Whilst it is true that the sector has higher 
productivity than all other sectors and is more likely to export, its 
results continue to impress in the current economic climate. 

The headline figures for the sector look disappointing this quarter 
but, looking more closely at the data, these figures continue to 
show a mixed picture. The broad manufacturing data in the QES 
includes agriculture, construction, energy and utilities, as well 
as manufacturing, but there is a continued decline shown by the 
responses from the construction sector.

UK demand in the narrow manufacturing sector has eased slightly 
this quarter by three points, but remains in solid growth at a  
balance of +19%.

UK Sales

Construction & Manufacturing Sales

Greater Manchester businesses appear to be seeing muted, but nonetheless positive growth, howver the sectoral 

picture is more mixed: construction continues to remain under pressure and, with the exception of professional 

services in the urban core, order books have seen weaker growth as future demand remains unclear.

The Chamber has previously raised its concerns about official Office for National Statistics’ data. We were  

confident in the first quarter of this year that the UK economy would not re-enter recession as the Greater  

Manchester data was too strong to suggest negative growth; the data for quarter two confirm our previous stance: 

Greater Manchester is continuing to experience growth, though demand is likely to remain low for some time.
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Construction woes continue
Construction sector demand is still contracting this quarter as 
credit conditions, confidence and the large reduction in public  
sector capital spending announced in the Emergency Budget of 
June 2010 weigh down on the industry.

The construction sector’s sales balance has marginally improved 
this quarter, increasing by three points, but at -25% it indicates 
continued contraction in the domestic sector.

UK order book remains weak
There is a recent noticeable trend that, post-recession, the gap  
between the sales and order measures has increased. The  
particularly weak data showing subdued or uncertain demand in 
the months ahead is only partially feeding through into confirmed 
sales, suggesting that businesses are holding off committing to  
orders and stock capacity in suppliers is likely to be allowing  
demand to be met in a timely manner; this effect is more  
pronounced in the service sector.

The service sector’s measure of orders for Q2 has risen slightly this 
quarter, standing up one point at +3%. The broad manufacturing 
measure moved further into negative territory this quarter, falling 
seven points to -8%, its lowest level for just over two years. Again, 
this broad measure blurs the narrow sectoral differences;  
construction orders balance increased by eight points but remain 
firmly in contraction at -29% while narrow manufacturing’s order 
balance, whilst falling back 11 points, remains in growth at +6%.

UK Orders

Construction & Manufacturing Orders



Steady manufacturing growth
Recently the data has exhibited a broadly six-monthly cyclical 
pattern; the results show the balance of businesses reporting sales 
and orders overseas has been generally at their pre-recession levels 
for around two years. The sales measure for the second quarter 
of this year rose by two points to +18% and, whilst the advanced 
order measure for next quarter has eased back two points to +13%, 
it remains well above its long-run average of just +4% indicating 
good growth.

Narrow manufacturing has shown a second consecutive quarter 
of increasing export demand and with the sales measure reaching 
+20% this quarter it comes within one point of its Q1 2011 level, 
demonstrating sound growth in manufacturing export markets.

Services regaining confidence
The second half of 2011 showed a sharp drop in the balance of 
Greater Manchester service sector businesses successfully selling 
and gaining orders abroad; both quarters showed a contraction for 
the sector in both immediate and forward sales. The first quarter 
of this year indicated a healthy rebound in the sector’s fortunes, 
including its forward-looking measures, and these levels have been 
maintained to within one point in the Q2 survey: the export sales 
balance now stands at +13% with future orders at +12%.
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08 International Trade 
& Exports

Manufacturing Exports

Service Exports

The QES repeatedly shows that businesses that export perform better than UK-only businesses. Despite a  

slowdown in global growth, opportunities for UK businesses continue to present themselves: large parts of the 

world are outpacing both domestic and traditional European economies. The weakening of Sterling against

other currencies has increased the competitiveness of UK exports to most major countries; however the recent

weakening of the Euro could, if sustained, have a negative impact on demand for UK goods and services in our 

single largest trading partner.
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North West exports increase
Recent data from HMRC on goods exports shows that the region’s 
exports continue to show positive growth levels, particularly to 
non-EU and emerging market economies. Total North West exports 
for Q1 have increased 7.2% on the same quarter last year, with Asia 
and Oceania growing by 15.1%. Exports to Eastern Europe  
increased 8.6% and trans-Atlantic trade to the USA and Canada 
grew by 21%. Our more traditional partners have also provided 
growth to the region, though on smaller scale: exports to Europe 
grew at 0.8%, showing that the region’s businesses are actively 
seeking the growth available in less familiar markets.

NB: Middle East and North Africa is omitted from the chart: imports 
from this region have increased 198% on the year, dwarfing the 
other data.

UK losing emerging market share
The Chamber is supporting its members through help from UKTI to 
access more of the emerging markets. As we have seen, the growth 
of North West exports to these destinations is significantly higher 
than that to our more traditional trading partners of Europe and 
the United States but crucially, the UK is losing market share as a 
percentage of total imports into these economies.

Between 2005 and 2010, the UK increased its exports to China by 
105% but as a share of total Chinese imports, those from the UK 
fell by 2.5%. Our exports to India fell by 11% in the same period, 
and that resulted in our market share of India’s valuable import 
market shrinking by 50%. In total, UK exports in that period to the 
BRIC economies increased by 65% - an excellent performance - but 
our share of BRIC imports contracted by 27%.

NW Trade in Goods Q1 2012 Y/Y change

Change in BRIC trade with UK ‘05 - ’10



Net employment still growing
The services sector balance has nudged up one point to +8% this 
quarter, continuing to grow steadily but not meeting the  
expectations to recruit of Q1. However looking ahead service sector 
businesses retain strong intentions to recruit, with the measure 
up one point to +19% though the sector has typically been overly 
optimistic on recruitment intentions recently. The service sector 
trend is mirrored by the broad manufacturing sector, with strong 
intentions to recruit being retained. Whilst constructors reduced 
head count this quarter, intentions to recruit for next quarter have 
moved positive at +5%.

Recruitment holds steady
The balance of firms attempting to recruit during the recent 
quarter has remained broadly level across all sectors with around 
half of all firms stating that they tried to recruit staff in Q2. The  
service sector saw the largest movement in this indicator, rising 
four points to +49%; manufacturing eased back one point to  
+47% with narrow manufacturing increasing by the same amount 
to +52%.

The proportions of full- and part-time, permanent and temporary 
positions for the second quarter have remained broadly level with 
the largest single change being a rise of three points to 77% for 
full-time recruitments into the service sector. The balance of  
temporary positions has remained level in the service sector this 
quarter and increased two points in manufacturing; the latter is 
driven by a six-point increase in the percentage of temporary hires 
from the construction sector, perhaps further reinforcing the  
industry’s current instability. Narrow manufacturing has seen a 
small increase of two points in this measure to 22%, though it is 
unclear if the Agency Workers’ Directive is yet having any  
significant effect. This figure has only been lower on three  
occasions in the past nine years across the sector, though this falls 
to two years for narrow manufacturing. For the service sector, its 
current level remains well below its long-run average.
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Employment in Manufacturing

Employment in Services

Within the detail of the labour market statistics it can be shown that the private sector is continuing to create 

new jobs in Greater Manchester, however the headline figures are under pressure from ongoing government poli-

cy on both public sector redundancies and the effects of longer-term changes to the benefits system, along with 

some private sector losses as a consequence of the current trading environment. The picture is also  

clouded by recently enacted policies such as the abolition of the default retirement age and the implementation 

of the Agency Workers’ Directive. The lack of the right skills in both the labour market and retained staff has 

driven businesses’ investment in their workforce’s skills to high levels over recent quarters.
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Skills mismatch remains
Although the number of available people in the labour market 
place has increased as unemployment has increased, employers 
have said in ever-increasing numbers that it is harder than ever to 
find the people with the right skills for their workplace. This seems 
to be a natural contradiction, but it is in more difficult economic 
times that the availability of exactly the rights skills for your  
business becomes ever more critical.

The first quarter of 2010 saw the initial spike in this index for both 
the manufacturing and service sectors. Whilst there has been move-
ment since then, the broad trend has been to maintain this raised 
level of recruitment difficulty. The service sector reports a holding 
steady in this index this quarter, but manufacturing has reported a 
relatively sharp fall of 11 points to 63%, though this is still high.

Commensurate with this has been a one-point fall to +11% in the 
investment levels which manufacturers are spending on training - 
driven by the construction sector (down seven points to +1%) - the 
first time this measure has decreased for over a year.

Recruitment in Manufacturing

Recruitment in Services

Investment in Training



All confidence measures increase
Both manufacturing and service sectors have seen a third  
consecutive quarter of increasing confidence on measures of 
turnover and profitability; they now stand at two-year highs. Even 
though the construction sector continues to report poor  
trading conditions and contracting demand, its confidence level for 
turnover has increased 14 points this quarter to stand in positive 
territory again at +2%. After an increase in turnover confidence for 
narrow manufacturing last quarter, the measure has eased back 
this quarter, though it remains strongly positive at +39%; its  
profitability measure remains level at +22%. On balance, this 
leaves broad manufacturing up two points at +27%.

Construction’s profitability balance also improved this quarter (up 
ten points), though it remains negative at -17%. Narrow  
manufacturing held level on its profit measure at +22% this  
quarter; the broad measure is up three points but remains low  
at +9%.

Services see brighter future
Service sector confidence levels have risen strongly this quarter 
and stand closer to their post-recession peak than the  
manufacturing sector. With expectations for improved turnover in 
the coming year up six points to +39%, and a similar rise of five 
points to +27% for profitability, the sector appears buoyant. The 
better news is that the data are showing that the core financial 
services sector in Manchester city centre is having little effect on 
the confidence reporting of the wider sector.
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12 Confidence &  
Investment

Manufacturing Confidence

Services Confidence

Perhaps one of the most reassuring measures over the past two years has been the steady improvement in the 

levels of confidence across Greater Manchester businesses since the government’s emergency budget and the 

onset in the region of public sector cuts. Despite the constraints of a continued low-growth environment, broad 

confidence levels are remaining positive and have increased this quarter in most sectors. Even as growth eased 

throughout 2011, Greater Manchester’s manufacturing businesses continued to invest in new capital schemes on 

plant and machinery, though there remains significant spare capacity in the economy. Nonetheless, investment 

levels remain weak, particularly in the service sector, and the government’s decision to reduce investment al-

lowances may have distorted last and this quarter’s intentions.
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Capital investment retreats
Manufacturing businesses’ plans for investment have continued to 
increase over the past year. From a low of -28% in the first quarter 
of 2009, the trend balance has been steadily increasing and turned 
positive in Q2 2011. Last quarter saw a significant lift in the  
balance to +13%, its highest level for four years, though the most 
recent results show a steep drop in investment plans of 10 points to 
+3%, the sharpest drop in this measure for over two years. The  
government reduced the Annual Investment Allowance from April 
this year from £100,000 to £25,000 and we raised our concerns in 
last quarter’s report that this may have been the reason for Q1’s 
high figure. This quarter’s data appear to confirm this, though we 
shall follow this measure closely over the coming quarters.

Exporters show greater confidence
Analysis of the 40% of respondents to the QES who are active  
exporters shows that businesses that are actively engaged in  
trading to overseas markets have, on balance, reported  
significantly higher confidence than those whose trade is wholly 
domestic.

Taking a cross-section of four common indicators across all sectors, 
exporting businesses are more likely to grow their workforce and 
have higher confidence in their businesses’ future turnover and 
profitability than companies who don’t market themselves  
overseas. With confidence in future trading conditions a key  
indicator of growth expectations, it appears that those who seek 
opportunities abroad can expect to reap the rewards.

Investment in Plant & Machinery

Comparison exporters/non-exporters
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Inflationary pressures appear to be easing for businesses. Raw material and other input prices broadly  

continue to fall, but further down the supply chain the end-consumer continues to feel the squeeze from  

downwards pressure on pay agreements and rising household costs. As the Euro has weakened against  

Sterling, imports from the Eurozone have become cheaper, but the Dollar has strengthened. It has yet to be seen 

how much upward effect the Bank’s quantitative easing programme will have on prices in the medium-term, 

though throughout the process the Chamber has been clear that it saw little tangible risk of deflation.

Intentions to Increase Prices

Price Pressures in Manufacturing

Price Pressures in Services

Cashflow
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Pressure on output prices weaker
The balance of firms noting an intention to increase prices over the 
forthcoming quarter continues on a general decline from its recent 
peak in the first quarter of 2011 with manufacturing’s  
inflationary intentions not being lower since Q2 2009 (down nine 
points to +10%); narrow manufacturing saw an even bigger fall, 
down twelve points to +18%. This reflects the general easing of 
price inflation across the economy and the greater competition in 
the marketplace. The service sector has seen a smaller fall of three 
points this quarter to +17%.

Input prices easing
The principal pressure on prices for manufacturing businesses has 
always been raw materials. Having seen considerable rises in prices 
and weakening Sterling in recent years, constrained global growth 
has eased commodity prices: this quarter has seen another  
significant drop of thirteen points to +52%, the lowest level  
recorded since at least 2004.

Pay settlements have held level for the service sector for three 
quarters now, and barely moved for the three before that.  
Manufacturing, however, has seen a gradual decline in pressure 
from wage demands since a recent high in the third quarter of 
2011 (the highest since 2008), which was most likely exacerbated 
by the fierce skills demands for highly-trained workers in  
manufacturing businesses.

Lack of credit drives costs higher
Finance costs are the only price pressure that has increased for 
manufacturers this quarter, and a similar picture is seen for the 
service sector. Up three points for both sectors from last quarter, 
the balance remains below some of the recent peaks but the con-
tinued constrained supply of credit remains a risk for this measure 
as banks’ cost of funding and requirements to hold greater capital 
reserves increase.

External Factors

Official Statistics



Cashflow concerns hold steady
The balance of firms reporting that their cashflow position has 
changed remains broadly level for manufacturing and service  
sectors, with manufacturing at -10% and services down one point 
to -6%. As we have seen before, the headline manufacturing figure 
hides the significant challenge faced by the construction industry 
which recorded its cashflow balance down three points to -36%.
Narrow manufacturing, saw a second consecutive quarter of a  
positive balance on this measure, a four point rise to +5%.

External pressures on prices
Broadly, the six measures of external pressure were fairly steady 
quarter-on-quarter, though manufacturers report a rise of five 
points to +20% in interest rate worries, correlating with the 
already-noted pressure from financing. Interestingly, there is no 
parallel here with the service sector. Manufacturers report an  
easing in concerns about competition this quarter, down four 
points to +50%, though this measure remains the single largest 
concern for all sectors. We consider it surprising that no sector has 
noted a significant increase in the worries over business rates after 
the government chose to increase them by 5.6% in April.

Inflation
Since the rise in VAT to 20% in January 2011 fell out of the annual 
measure at the start of this year, we have continued to see inflation 
easing back. The recent fall to 2.8% in the Consumer Prices Index is 
the first time since 2009 that the Governor of the Bank of England 
will not have to write a letter to the Chancellor. Producer price 
inflation has also gradually been falling over the past few months, 
which will have helped to ease pressure on the traditional indices.

Pressure on consumers remains
It is good news for all that inflation is beginning to move back  
toward its target, though households and consumers are feeling 
the squeeze: with total pay rising at only 0.6% in first quarter of 
this year, disposable income continues to be under real pressure. 
With around two-thirds of the UK economy dependent on  
household consumption, constrained spending in this area has a 
significant impact on national demand and for growth.
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Government policy and fuel
The Chamber was pleased that the Chancellor postponed the 3p 
inflationary increase in fuel duty planned for April, but it is still due 
to come into effect on 1 August. We will continue to lobby against 
this move, particularly as fuel prices remain close to record highs.

Fuel Prices

Sterling Exchange Rates
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18 Background & 
Methodology

Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce is the largest Chamber 
of Commerce in the United Kingdom, providing business support 
services to 5,000 members who collectively employ 350,000  
people, around one-third of Greater Manchester’s workforce.

Recognised as a leader in its field, Greater Manchester Chamber’s 
reputation in government circles has grown locally and nationally. 
At the heart of the area of greatest economic intensity outside 
London and the South East, the Chamber is the primary body for 
business support, policy, representation and networking.

The aim of the Chamber is to support businesses and to help 
create the best climate for the region to prosper. This is achieved 
by ensuring that those taking decisions on key issues such as 
transport, taxation and business regulation hear the voice of our 
members. The representation of our members’ views is central 
to the work of the policy team at the Chamber; these views are 
gathered in a range of ways including our local councils, policy 
committees, sector councils, the main Chamber council, focus 
groups, meetings with politicians, consultations and, of course, 
this Quarterly Economic Survey (QES).

Forming part of the British Chambers of Commerce’s national 
survey, Greater Manchester is the single largest contributor to this 
important body of evidence. As the principal national business 
survey, and the first to be published in each quarter, its results are 
closely watched by both HM Treasury and the Bank of England’s 
Monetary Policy Committee. Having been the first survey to call 
the last two recessions, the data revealed by it is timely, accurate 
and invaluable for anyone wishing to understand the subtle shifts 
in the economic climate for businesses in Greater Manchester and 
beyond.

The collection period for this survey was Monday 21 May to 
Wednesday 13 June inclusive. A total of 854 businesses, together 
employing 336,444 people responded to the survey.

This report has been researched, written and compiled by Dr Brian 
Sloan, Chief Economist, and Christian Spence, Research Manager. 
Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce would like to thank 
pro.manchester for its members’ contributions to this survey’s 
dataset.

If you require any further information about the production of 
detail of this report, please contact Christian on (0161) 237 4045 
or email christian.spence@gmchamber.co.uk.
Net balance figures referred to throughout this report are  
determined by subtracting the percentage of businesses reporting 
a decrease in a factor from the percentage of businesses reporting 
an increase.

Copies of this and previous reports can be freely downloaded from 
the Chamber’s website at www.gmchamber.co.uk/qes.
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Action for 
Business

This last quarter has, once again, seen the bar raised with another 
record response to the QES. The graphs, charts and data on the  
preceding pages give what is increasingly recognized as the  
economic context and background for businesses and decision 
makers in Greater Manchester. Time and again the results from the 
QES have accurately reflected and anticipated the broader changes 
to market and trading conditions. But the real added value between 
this and other surveys on the market is the extra level of  
interpretation and intelligence that we use to put the information 
to effective use across a whole range of issues that affect business. 
On its own the QES is crucial to helping shape what we do as 
Chamber on behalf of business. Put together with direct input from 
members, from businesses in the “real world” and it becomes a 
dynamic element within our Action For Business work.

Despite the recent vote against having an elected Mayor for  
Manchester, the signing of the City Deal for Greater Manchester 
means that the whole fabric of the city region is changing. The City 
Deal gives new powers for Greater Manchester across a range of 
important areas such as skills, transport and raising local finance. 
It is devolution in action. Part of the Chamber’s task is to make sure 
that we can influence and guide this for the benefit of business.  
By being able to mix the QES data with real life experience on the 
scale that we can and do in Greater Manchester doesn’t make the 
task easy but we are in a much stronger starting position than 
other parts of the UK. We can speak with real authority and  
evidence on a range of business-crucial issues.

The challenge is all about growth. At a national and local level the 
focus must not waiver from this. We must remain one step ahead 
of the policy and decision makers in Whitehall so that we are not 
just reacting to issues but taking the lead and, rightly, setting the 
pace for business.

Detailed below are recent and current issues that through the QES 
data and other sources including, most importantly, direct contact 
with our members, the Chamber has been taking Action For  
Business. Full details of Q2 activity can be found in the table at the 
back of the report.

Action For Business -  
Infrastructure & Planning
Roads - Whilst the last few years have seen a focus predominantly 
on rail transport, especially the campaign to secure funding for 
the Northern Hub, it is becoming evident that we need to start to 
look at road infrastructure at a local and a national level. The fact is 
that beyond 2015 there is no strategic road policy for the UK. The 
other simple fact is that even with the best rail network money can 
buy businesses will still need to move goods and freight around by 
road. If the Chamber is successful in its ambition for an Engineer-
ing and Manufacturing renaissance, then there has to be adequate 
infrastructure in place to support it.

Digital - The same applies for our digital infrastructure. Time and 
again we hear from businesses that have broadband connections 
that feel more like a game of roulette rather than the reliable  
system that is needed. There is funding available but like many 
other schemes it is in short supply so we need to make sure we 
get business a fair share of this investment to make sure that in 
Greater Manchester we have a reliable and effective digital  
infrastructure not just for current demands but to meet those in 
the years to come.

Chris Fletcher, the Chamber’s Director of Policy,  

Research & External Affairs, explains the key role 

that the QES plays in forming the Chamber’s policy 

and representation - Action For Business.

CALL FOR EVIDENCE - ROADS

With no strategic road policy beyond 2015, it is crucial 
that we begin to plan now to ensure this does not hinder 
growth. The Chamber wants your evidence on local  
transport hotspots and views on road policy at both local 
and national level.  

Contact emma.antrobus@gmchamber.co.uk
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Action for Business - Trade & Investment
Exports - Last quarter in our budget summary we outlined the  
government’s ambitions around increasing the number of  
businesses exporting. Our QES data has consistently highlighted 
the clear differences between those business that export and those 
who do not. A policy to increase exports makes sense but there 
has to be the right support mechanisms in place to enable this to 
happen. 

For the last few years the Chamber has watched with increasing 
concern as business has struggled with the wholesale removal 
export credit insurance leaving exposure to potential non-payment 
of goods. This has also hindered businesses’ ability to raise finance 
from lenders due to their unwillingness to advance funds without 
adequate cover in place.

Working closely with the Chamber and UKTI, Chamber member 
Bridge Insurance has recently launched ExportSure designed as an 
important first step on the ladder for exporters looking for credit 
cover.

In addition to having this available as a crucial and in some cases 
indispensible piece of financial help we have also been monitoring 
the impact that Air Passenger Duty (APD) is having to the cost of 
flights out of the UK. Ask any exporter about the crucial activity 
needed when establishing an overseas market and they’ll tell you 
that it’s the ability to travel overseas and be on the ground to meet 
potential customers. Unfortunately the spiralling costs of APD 
means that this is becoming more expensive for businesses  
wishing to travel overseas.

We have recently opened a call for evidence on this to gather views 
from business on this extra burden. Northern Ireland has recently 
regained control of this tax to enable it to be more competitive in 
counteracting the flow of businesses flying from the Irish  
Republic where APD does not exist. Our view is that we should strive 
for something similar in the North West, to show the negative  
impact this tax is having and the brake that it is putting on  
overseas expansion.

CALL FOR EVIDENCE - BROADBAND

£12m has been allocated to Manchester from the  
Connected Cities Fund. The Chamber is working to access 
further ERDF funds to ensure the rest of Greater  
Manchester gets access to a fully effective broadband 
service. We need to hear from businesses who are  
experiencing poor connectivity which is hindering 
growth. This will help inform where the funding goes.  

Contact matthew.kershaw@gmchamber.co.uk

CALL FOR EVIDENCE - AVIATION TAXES

Airline Passenger Duty increased by 8% in April and is 
scheduled another rise in April 2013. Taking an economy 
class flight to South Africa for example – a market that is 
growing in importance and demand – will now see £81  
being taken in APD as opposed to £20 in February 2007. 
We need to hear from businesses that have seen the cost of  
doing trade overseas increase because of this tax or where 
overseas visitors have commented on this. 

Contact emma.antrobus@gmchamber.co.uk 
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Intelligent Procurement - the QES data shows that markets are 
still as tight as ever especially domestically. Despite public  
spending cuts there are still contracts to be won, however the 
process and barriers to overcome this still act as a deterrent to 
many businesses even trying. We are also seeing increasing signs 
of it becoming a real buyers market with onerous demands being 
placed on suppliers as part of the contracting process. Coupled with 
the muddy waters that surround the whole local value of public 
contracts argument, the whole system feels far from adequate or 
effective. The Chamber has formed a small task group to begin 
work on this and over the coming months we will be formulating 
what we feel are the core elements required to make an Intelligent 
Procurement policy that works for business.

Engineering and Manufacturing - One sector that has consistently 
held its own through the last few years has been the engineering 
and manufacturing sector. We still make an awful lot of things in 
the country to standards that others can only envy so why then is 
the perception held that this sector is finished? It could possibly be 
on the back of maintaining a siege mentality for the last few  
decades following the huge downsizing in the 1980s, magnified by 
the 1990s recession and the switch to a focus on the financial and 
professional sector from 2000 onward. We want to start to change 
this perception and shatter some myths. We need to start to get 
young people interested in the sector - the average salary is over 
£3000 pa higher than the average market salary which is quite a 
compelling attraction.

The Chamber has a flourishing Engineering and Manufacturing 
Sector Council made up of a range of businesses from across  
Greater Manchester. On 13 June we held the first ever sector con-
ference looking at how we can start to mobilize effort behind the 
sector. The solutions seem simple – there has to be better funding 
streams available; there has to be an adequate supply of skilled 
workers and easy access to overseas market. The hard part is mak-
ing this happen. We are working with a number of organisations 
and businesses developing this work. 

Action for Business - Finance & Taxation
Funding Growth - over the last few weeks there have been yet more 
announcements about schemes designed to ease access to finance 
via the high street banks with what seems to be more money being 
made available or pumped into the system. Like previous schemes 
only time will tell if any of this ever sees the light of day again 
with the track record up to now indicating probably not.  For some 
time we have been clear about our views on QE – it isn’t working 
and different methods should be explored to get maximum return 
– investment in regional infrastructure being an obvious option as 
opposed to simply shoring up banks balance sheets. 
Growth needs funding and we want to hear from members about 
their search for finance and  means of accessing it. This is not 
another bank bashing exercise but a serious look at how funds are 
being sourced. Recent legislation has now paved the way for small 
business credit unions to form, another potential new player in 
what is becoming an overcrowded market. Members still raise this 
as an issue. Something seems disconnected and we need to find 
out how we can make the system work better.

CALL FOR EVIDENCE - FUNDING GROWTH

We want to hear from businesses who have used one of the 
new schemes to access funds to help growth or are  
pursuing finance from non-traditional sources through 
necessity or choice. 

Contact brian.sloan@gmchamber.co.uk 



Recent Quarter Results - Manufacturing

Deliveries & Orders Q3-11 Q4-11 Q1-12 Q2-12

UK sales 9 9 4 1

UK orders 0 0 -1 -8

Export sales 20 11 16 18

Export orders 19 9 15 13

Labour

Employment in the last quarter 13 14 12 6

Employment expectations for next quarter 8 -1 14 14

% Tried to recruit staff 51 51 48 47

If yes, were they for:   % Part-time jobs 14 14 11 13

     % Full-time jobs 75 75 82 82

   % Temporary jobs 32 28 20 22

   % Permanent jobs 47 32 40 38

% Recruitment  difficulties 63 69 74 63

If yes, were they for:   % Skilled manual/ 
                                                                              technical

44 39 52 48

        % Professional/
                                                                             managerial

13 9 11 10

   % Clerical 32 33 38 29

   % Semi/unskilled 11 11 18 18

Investment Plans

Investment plant & machinery 11 5 13 3

Investment training 9 12 12 11

Confidence (For Next 12 Months)

Turnover 23 15 25 27

Profitability 6 0 6 9

External Factors

         Interest rates 18 21 15 20

     Exchange rates 29 28 25 23

     Business rates 34 30 32 31

     Inflation 44 43 34 30

     Competition 53 50 54 50

     Corporate taxation 27 29 31 32

Number of respondent companies 215 228 225 256

Number of employees 10,679 23,855 44,603 30,015

Production

% At full capacity 35 35 25 33

Cash flow -6 -11 -10 -10

Prices / Costs

Balance of firms expecting to increase prices 27 12 19 10

     % Pay settlements 22 18 15 14

     % Raw material prices 69 57 65 52

     % Finance costs 20 21 15 18

     % Other overheads 46 41 39 36

Is your business currently suffering 

pressures to raise its prices from 

any of the following?

Affecting your business more than 

than three months ago.

Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce - QES Survey - Q2 2012
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Recent Quarter Results - Services

Deliveries & Orders Q3-11 Q4-11 Q1-12 Q2-12

UK sales 9 9 6 12

UK orders 2 -2 2 3

Export sales -3 0 14 13

Export orders -2 -7 11 12

Labour

Employment in the last quarter 13 8 7 8

Employment expectations for next quarter 19 8 18 19

% Tried to recruit staff 47 48 45 49

If yes, were they for:   % Part-time jobs 26 29 29 31

     % Full-time jobs 74 71 74 77

   % Temporary jobs 18 22 20 20

   % Permanent jobs 31 33 41 41

% Recruitment  difficulties 69 68 69 68

If yes, were they for:   % Skilled manual/ 
                                                                              technical

22 21 22 23

        % Professional/
                                                                             managerial

31 26 23 25

   % Clerical 32 33 35 34

   % Semi/unskilled 11 16 14 14

Investment Plans

Investment plant & machinery 3 2 1 4

Investment training 8 5 11 11

Confidence (For Next 12 Months)

Turnover 33 29 33 39

Profitability 18 21 22 27

External Factors

         Interest rates 22 20 21 20

     Exchange rates 20 16 13 13

     Business rates 24 26 28 25

     Inflation 44 40 32 29

     Competition 41 43 48 48

     Corporate taxation 27 24 27 25

Number of respondent companies 415 599 586 598

Number of employees 301,538 125,453 92,333 306,429

Production

% At full capacity 33 36 30 31

Cash flow -8 -2 -5 -6

Prices / Costs

Balance of firms expecting to increase prices 18 26 20 17

     % Pay settlements 11 12 12 12

     % Raw material prices 23 19 19 18

     % Finance costs 14 19 16 19

     % Other overheads 42 40 46 41

Is your business currently suffering 

pressures to raise its prices from 

any of the following?

Affecting your business more

than three months ago.

Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce - QES Survey - Q2 2012



Appendix 1 - Manufacturing  
Sector Split Q2 2012

Deliveries & Orders Broader Measure Manufacturers 
Only

Constructors 
Only

UK sales 1 19 -25

UK orders -8 6 -29

Export sales 18 20 0

Export orders 13 16 -22

Labour

Employment in the last quarter 6 16 -7

Employment expectations for next quarter 14 18 5

% Tried to recruit staff 47 52 39

If yes, were they for:   % Part-time jobs 13 9 12

     % Full-time jobs 82 85 79

   % Temporary jobs 22 20 30

   % Permanent jobs 38 35 39

% Recruitment  difficulties 63 66 64

If yes, were they for:   % Skilled manual/
                                                                          technical

48 46 55

        % Professional/
                                                                         managerial

10 10 12

   % Clerical 29 28 33

   % Semi/unskilled 18 22 12

External Factors

         Interest rates 20 14 31

     Exchange rates 23 36 2

     Business rates 31 33 27

     Inflation 30 28 33

     Competition 50 45 58

     Corporate taxation 32 31 35

Prices / Costs

Balance of firms expecting to increase prices 10 18 0

     % Pay settlements 14 11 19

     % Raw material prices 52 62 39

     % Finance costs 18 14 25

     % Other overheads 36 30 46

Investment Plans

Investment plant & machinery 3 11 -6

Investment training 11 14 1

Number of respondent companies 256 159 84

Number of employees 30,015 23,582 5,999

Production

% At full capacity 33 34 32

Cash flow -10 5 -36

Is your business currently suffering 

pressures to raise its prices from 

any of the following?

Affecting your business more

than three months ago.

Confidence (For Next 12 Months)

Turnover 27 39 2

Profitability 9 22 -17
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Appendix 2 - Manufacturing  
Sector Split Q1 2012

Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce - QES Survey - Q2 2012

Deliveries & Orders Broader Measure Manufacturers 
Only

Constructors 
Only

UK sales 4 22 -28

UK orders -1 17 -37

Export sales 16 17 0

Export orders 15 16 0

Labour

Employment in the last quarter 12 28 -15

Employment expectations for next quarter 14 21 1

% Tried to recruit staff 48 51 39

If yes, were they for:   % Part-time jobs 11 14 3

     % Full-time jobs 82 88 79

   % Temporary jobs 20 18 24

   % Permanent jobs 40 43 31

% Recruitment  difficulties 74 78 69

If yes, were they for:   % Skilled manual/
                                                                          technical

52 56 48

        % Professional/
                                                                         managerial

11 10 17

   % Clerical 38 31 55

   % Semi/unskilled 18 22 7

External Factors

         Interest rates 15 11 20

     Exchange rates 25 39 1

     Business rates 32 38 23

     Inflation 34 31 40

     Competition 54 44 73

     Corporate taxation 31 29 32

Prices / Costs

Balance of firms expecting to increase prices 19 30 3

     % Pay settlements 15 14 16

     % Raw material prices 65 74 51

     % Finance costs 15 11 20

     % Other overheads 39 38 40

Investment Plans

Investment plant & machinery 13 22 -6

Investment training 12 15 8

Number of respondent companies 225 141 75

Number of employees 44,603 7,168 11,127

Production

% At full capacity 25 29 21

Cash flow -10 1 -33

Is your business currently suffering 

pressures to raise its prices from 

any of the following?

Affecting your business more

than three months ago.

Confidence (For Next 12 Months)

Turnover 25 45 -12

Profitability 6 22 -27



TO PROMOTE GROWTH…

YOU ASKED FOR...  

WE HAVE...

INFRASTRUCTURE
AND PLANNING

FINANCE
AND TAXATION

SKILLS
AND EMPLOYMENT

TRADE
AND INNOVATION

RESOURCE EFFICIENCY 
AND CARBON REDUCTION 

WE WILL...

SECURING THE BEST CLIMATE FOR BUSINESSES
IN GREATER MANCHESTER TO PROSPER 

To remove obstacles and promote opportunities for Greater Manchester’s businesses to grow, whilst supporting the society in which they operate.

The Chamber will lobby for members against any adverse impacts of new legislation or initiatives that a�ect a business unfairly due to its size, sector or location.

The Chamber will work for members to ensure that the new structures within Greater Manchester – the Combined Authority and Local Enterprise Partnership – are fully 
engaged with the business community and aware of what is required for business growth.

Businesses of all sizes need reliable  
connectivity in relation to transport, the  
internet and people.

•  The delivery of transport schemes  
essential to the business community

•  A more effective and business friendly 
planning system

•  Superfast, open access digital  
infrastructure

Private meeting with Justine Greening, 
Secretary of State for Transport, to ensure 
member support for Northern Hub has 
been effective. More than 500 responses 
now received as part of our Rail In The 
North campaign.

Requested feedback from the Chamber’s 
Local Councils on local transport issues 
and hotspots.

Started Linked-In group looking at car  
parking issues in Manchester.

Fed in members’ views on how £12m 
Connected Cities Fund should be utilised 
in Manchester and develop the ERDF bid 
for funding to develop broadband services 
throughout Greater Manchester. 

Evidence requested of poor broadband 
connectivity acting as a barrier to business.

Launched Trafford Park Business  
Neighbourhood.

Businesses need access to competitive 
finance and a transparent and simplified 
taxation system.

•  A simplified, competitive and cost- 
effective tax system that promotes growth

•  Easier access to affordable finance and 
better use of scarce public funds

Achieved the highest response ever for our 
QES survey with 854 businesses  
responding and also achieved the highest 
response rate ever from the manufacturing 
sector.

Met with Shadow Chancellor Ed Balls  - 
presented him with a copy of QES Q1 
report and discussed the results from  
members’ feedback and comments.

Wrote to Chancellor of the Exchequer 
representing members’ views on charity 
taxation changes announced in Budget.

Call for Evidence made  on alternative 
sources of finance to investigate the  
effectiveness of current schemes.

Collected evidence and data around the 
impact of Jubilee Bank Holiday and  
Olympics for business, which formed 
the basis of a number of national media 
interviews.

Call for evidence launched on the impact 
and extra cost of the recent increase in Air 
Passenger Duty, especially where this acts 
as a barrier to companies exporting.

Monitor for final announcement of  
remaining £330m investment to complete 
full delivery of Northern Hub.

Monitor relevant announcements around 
government’s aviation strategy.

Continue to gather evidence on local  
transport issues and broadband  
connectivity.

Planning an event on the potential impact 
to business caused by continuing   
problems in the Eurozone. 

Continue to gather evidence of effective 
mechanisms to fund growth.

Prepare work for the scheduled fuel duty 
increase in Autumn and monitor extra cost 
burdens to business such as vehicle  
insurance.



TO PROMOTE GROWTH…

YOU ASKED FOR...  

WE HAVE...

INFRASTRUCTURE
AND PLANNING

FINANCE
AND TAXATION

SKILLS
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TRADE
AND INNOVATION

RESOURCE EFFICIENCY 
AND CARBON REDUCTION 

WE WILL...

SECURING THE BEST CLIMATE FOR BUSINESSES
IN GREATER MANCHESTER TO PROSPER 

To remove obstacles and promote opportunities for Greater Manchester’s businesses to grow, whilst supporting the society in which they operate.

The Chamber will lobby for members against any adverse impacts of new legislation or initiatives that a�ect a business unfairly due to its size, sector or location.

The Chamber will work for members to ensure that the new structures within Greater Manchester – the Combined Authority and Local Enterprise Partnership – are fully 
engaged with the business community and aware of what is required for business growth.

Businesses need a ready supply of skilled 
and committed people at all levels.

•  The removal of legislative and financial 
barriers to recruitment 

•  A skills and workforce development 
strategy to cope with current and future 
demands

•  Better careers guidance for young  
people to make them ready for work

Launched Employment & Skills  
Committee Task Group on education 
engagement building on the success of 
the Stockport model and looking to roll out 
across GM. Volunteers required from each 
Local Council.

Submitted a GIF (Growth Innovation Fund) 
bid and an EOS (Employer Ownership of 
Skills) bid, so that funding can be routed  
directly to employers, in particular the 
SMEs in Greater Manchester. 

Fed members’ views into the Flexible  
Working Commission.

Continued monitoring of HMRC Real Time 
Information ahead of the introduction of this 
service.

Launched Skills Survey. Consulted with 
members on the Beecroft Report into  
proposed changes in employment  
legislation. Results stated that there would 
be no major impact.

Businesses need to have the support, 
capability and skills to expand into new 
domestic and international markets.

•  The promotion of international trade 
opportunities and appropriate support 
mechanisms 

•  Incentives for investment and help to 
transfer innovation into commercial  
opportunities

•  Effective business support and policies 
so that all businesses can grow

Held first ever Chamber Engineering & 
Manufacturing Sector Conference to  
develop the work of the sector in  
establishing a robust industrial policy.

Launched ExportSure export credit  
insurance product to assist first-time 
exporters, (especially SMEs) obtain cover 
which will allow them to export.

Gave evidence to UK Export Finance 
inquiry in Parliament assessing the  
awareness of UKEF by business and the  
effectiveness of its schemes.

Work started on developing a Chamber 
stance on intelligent procurement to help 
more business access trading  
opportunities.

Joint event held with Facebook - 180  
attendees learning how to maximise social 
media to grow their business.

Launched a series of UKTI events around 
Greater Manchester looking to give  
practical advice to businesses to help 
develop overseas trade.

Hosted a visit by Dublin Chamber of  
Commerce.

Resource Efficiency and Carbon Reduction 
Businesses need to harness efficiency 
gains from best practice and take up the 
new opportunities presented by the  
emerging low carbon market.

•  Informed and accessible advice and 
support on eco-innovation and resource 
efficiency

•  Fair pricing, transparency and flexibility in 
the energy market

•  Help Greater Manchester be a leading 
low-carbon area with renewable energy 
production and commercial spin-off  
opportunities

Joint meeting held between the Green 
Economy Group and the Property &  
Construction Committee to ensure that a 
joint approach is taken on new  
building regulations to ensure business 
takes advantage of any opportunities.

Continue monitoring the Green Deal and its 
impact on business in Greater Manchester.

Met with BRE to explore possible joint 
working opportunities to maximise new 
building technologies.

Fed into the development of BCC Energy 
Survey to ensure it reflects business  
concerns accurately.

Green Energy Group quoted in media 
about new jobs being created within the 
low carbon sector.

We will respond to the results of the GIF & 
EOS bids.

Continue working on delivering Education 
Engagement activity within the local areas 
to boost connection between business and 
local schools and colleges.

Continue to develop work around Intelligent 
Procurement.

Raise awareness of ExportSure.

Ensure good response to BCC energy 
survey and use this and other information 
to assess the possible financial cost to 
business of “green” taxes and increasing 
fuel costs.

Continue to monitor government  
announcements on the next stage of  
development for Green Deal. 

BUSINESS
IS

GOOD
FOR

BRITAIN
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For further details about information contained  
within this brochure, contact:

Chris Fletcher
Director of Policy, Research & External Affairs

chris.fletcher@gmchamber.co.uk

Dr Brian Sloan
Chief Economist

brian.sloan@gmchamber.co.uk

Christian Spence
Research Manager

christian.spence@gmchamber.co.uk

1480GMCC

Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce would like to thank Marketing Manchester and associated photographers 
for kindly supplying the images used in this brochure.
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